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About This Game

Trump Vs Clinton! It's the political battle of the century! Take on the role of a campaign manager working for the party of your
choice.

• Intense clicking action as you try to win over the majority of the American voters!
• Stay up to date with the real-life action, as the candidates use real quotes, including quotes from the latest political debates.

• Cast your vote! See how you can impact the world, as your clicks contribute to a global leaderboard. Check in at any time and
see which party has the most enthusiastic supporters.

Blur the lines between real political debate and the awesomeness of a videogame! Level up your campaign profile, discover
secret characters and don't stop collecting votes!

The future is in your fingers!
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Title: Campaign Clicker
Genre: Casual, Free to Play, Indie
Developer:
Springloaded
Publisher:
Springloaded
Release Date: 3 Oct, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: 1 GHz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: 128 MB Video RAM, capable of Shader Model 2.0

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 64 MB available space
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If you liked IWBTG for any reason besides slapstick humor, you will love this game.

Some background: I "enjoyed" Super Meat Boy, but I was honestly slightly disappointed with it because my friends, who had
never really played a difficult platformer in their collective lives, advertised it as "super difficult". Certainly no one can reject
that SMB offers genuine challenges if one truly desires them, but the Any% was so easy that I felt downright cheated (not by the
devs, just by my friends).

Not so with this game. It offers SMB's ramp-up style, starting you off with some easy levels to get comfortable (compared to
IWBTG's "hahah we'll just kill you 20 times on the first screen" style) but even within the Any% it ramps up to some genuinely
challenging platforming. Further, although the bosses aren't particularly difficult, they do offer (aside from the third boss) a
feeling of actual interaction that in SMB I only ever got from Larries Lament, and it accomplishes this despite having no
shooting mechanic like IWBTG uses.

All in all I'd say the first playthrough of an Any% is at most half as difficult as "a first playthrough of IWBTG's Very Easy
mode after you've watched someone else play the game" (that is, if you take out the difficulty of figuring out pathing in the
latter and make the difficulty only about the platforming), which is more than hard enough for me to thoroughly enjoy myself (a
lot of the difference is due to the earlier levels being much easier). Save points are plentiful within levels, so much so that even
if you die more times than in IWBTG, it does still feel easier. However, you'll still have a lot of jumps that are very difficult
even when you know exactly what to do. 100%ing this game, though, is almost certainly harder than IWBTG's very easy mode
(and isn't something I've done). One of PopCap's more actiony games, Heavy Weapon is definitely underrated from
them.

I'll get the controls out of the way first, what most people seem to harp on this game for. Moving and aiming with the
mouse together feels different, but you do get used to it.

Older PopCap games like this don't look the best in full screen, so you'll probably lean towards just a window. That's
some nostalgia to me!

An actual giant ape boss, dubbed Kommie Kong. He's done monkeying around.

If you're looking for straightforward fun, this is a pretty solid choice. MEGALASER!. A must see for anyone interested in
gaming.. This game made me sewerslidal. Great for groups of up to four! Or alone. If you have no friends. Like me.. well this
game is still in progress guys and girls :P ahh well the grafics looks for now still good, as this game is still in Alpha I have high
hopes more stuff will be availble later. as for now the game can have atleast 4 players able to play, its like diffrent kind of planet
fights, alliances and so fort. I even dare say you might do some roleplay in it :P usaly its a System with a Sun, and lik 9 or 14
rings with small, medium or Large planets. I hope you (in the future) are able to travel to non counqred planets an control them
asswell. but we will see, and its very cheap game as it in Alpha stage. I higly do recomend it :) I see you in the distant futur, not
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faar, faar away :P. China is a refreshing, seldom-used setting, and it fits the game well. The campaign was for me more
immersive than the two original ones and the scenarios are well-crafted. Sometimes it felt like I was in the "Empire of the Sun"
movie! All of the new units and assets look great.

Personally, my best Order of Battle experience!. I've played in previous version of this game - SpaceTripper. And i have to say
that visually it was more stylish less color-mess then this one. I like old one a lot. Not this one =(. Got my 99 cents out of this
game for sure!
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Very fun to play!

Just like in phone but on PC - BETTER! :-)

Try it out guys, it's worth of it! ;-). Surprising puzzle game. It could have been a bit more challenging, but Splice is a sweet and
minimalist journey supported by sleek and simple art.. Interesting premise and basic repetitive gameplay, a relaxing journey as a
trading caravan in arabian night desert filled with ghouls and jackals wanting to eat your face. But there are some nagging minor
UI, game design, and writing problems that keep it in the back of your mind as "decent" instead of "good" game.. It's simple and
Ueber.. Fantastic game, with a charming atmosphere.
Perfect for children, as well as for adults.

I would suggest to play with your child if you have one in the local mode of the game.

Single player is as good as multiplayer mode, but with less action. This game is a piece of work I'll tell you that, the graphics and
colors are bright and stunning, it makes you want to end up being a bird just to experience the beautiful tranquility as you hover
above buildings, roads, people and explore the clear blue skies. It's very relaxing and enjoyable, especially for the price it asks
for.
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 Make task hints clearer.

Make Analysis of Dreams Volume II more obvious.

Fixed some BUGs.
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